pottery consists of deep redware, black polished ware and dull red ware. Most of the pot sherds exhibit
floral patterns, criss-cross lines and medallion designs. It is noted that most of the pots were made of well-
levigated clay.
These facts lead to the surmise, that the site may belong to the early historical period. For
further details, it is necessary to conduct a minor excavation.
Registering  Officer,  Nellore
Gudluru: Gudluru is a small village situated at a distance of 15 kms. fromThettuin Prakasam
District. An ancient well of historical importance was noticed at Mittapalyam by the Mandal Revenue
Officer, Gudluru. At present the said well is filled with mud and stones. Pot sherds of red-ware,
black-ware and dull redware have been collected on. the surface at Mittapalyam. The villagers informed
that they found a number of pot sherds and rmg wells during house constructions. There is a dilapidated
ancient temple of Kesavaswamy situated at a distance of 2 km. from the village, It comprises a
sanctum-sanctorum, and an open mandapa with sixteen pillars. The temple may be assigned to 13th-
14th century A.D. There are some inscriptions in early Telugu script engraved on the walls of this
temple. There is another ancient Siva temple of Neelakanteswaraswamy at a distance of 1 Jkm. from
Sri Kesavaswamy temple. This temple is under regular worship.
Kulluru : During exploration work, a famous historical temple, locally known as Sri
Aehyutaswamy temple on the out-skirts of Kulluru, a tiny village in Kaluvayi Mandal of Nellore District
has come to notice. This temple is proposed for protection xmdei ce Ancient Monuments and Remains
Act, I960 ". There is motor transport to Kulluru. Sri Aehyutaswamy temple faces west and is, in a
dilapidated condition. It has a sanctum-s? ictorum, mukha mandapo^ anc? in font a dhwtjasthambha^
balipitha and a Hanuman sub-shrine. The tempb is surrounded by a stonj w?ll, built with a, gopura duara
facing th^ west. The gopuram has nc super structure left, but only basement is existing. Thers is aft
inscription of 11 lines in Telugu characters at the entrance of the gopuram towards its northernsids.
The inscription is not visible, as it is covered by thick lime coating,
The garbhagriha is square in shape having an antarala towards west. The sanctum houses an
idol of Vishnu measuring 1.77 m. in height and 1 m. in width, standing in samabhanga. Sankha and
chakra are in his upper left and right hands, a gada in his lower left hand and the right lower hand is in
abhayamudra. The deity is adorned with kiritamakuta^ kanthahara,yajnopavitha> armlets and anklets. He is jElanked
by his two consorts, Sri Devi and Bhu Devi, each idol measuring 1.65 m.in height and 0.85 m, in width.
The Devis depict lolahastamudra. The moolavirat shows excellent art. The antarala is rectangular in shape.
On the lintel, there is a carved Gajalakshmi. The basement of adhisthana 1.33 m, in height contains
panavatta, and gala cut into seven parts. On the external wall of the sanctum-sanctorum on the southern*
northern and eastern sides, are beautifully carved figurines of Vittalaswamy, Hanuman, Bala Krishna,
lion motifs , and kumbha panjaras. The vimana on the sanctum has three tiers with beautiful stucco figu-
rines of Lakshmi, Garuda, Narasimha, Balakrishna and seated Devis. The vimana has vesara sikhara with
simhalalata gables and a kalasa on, the top. On the southern side of the exterior as well as interior wall
portion of the sanctum-sanctorum, the stone slabs are dislocated with cracks, and rank vegetation.

